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Products of metric, uniform and topological spaces
VfeEA TRNKOVA

Dedicated to the memory of ZdenSk Frolfk

Abstract. For every triple of natural numbers a, 6, c there is a metric space X, the m-th
power and the n-th power of which are
homeomorphic

iff m S n mod a

uniformly homeomorphic iff m s n mod ab
isometric
iff m s n mod abc .
This is a consequence of the Main Theorem proved in the present paper, where simultaneous representations of commutative semigroups by the products of metric, uniform and
topological spaces are investigated.
Keywords: products, commutative semigroups
Classification: primary 54B10, 20M30, secondary 54G15, 18A99

I. Introduction and the Main Theorem.
The forming of products of mathematical structures is an important operation on
the isomorphism types of the structures. The properties of this operation have been
investigated in various parts of mathematics. From the older references, we recall
at least the Ulam problem [U] about the validity of the square root property with
respect to it in the class of topological spaces and the monograph [Ta] with a large
appendix by A. Tarski and B. Jonsson devoted to the investigation of this operation
on the isomorphism types of some algebraic and combinatorial structures. From
the recent references, we mention at least the monograph [MMT], where Chapter
5 deals essentially with products of algebraic structures, and [H], chapter 21, where
products and coproducts of isomorphism types of countable Boolean algebras are
investigated.
The language of category theory is suitable for the formulation of general ideas
in this field of problems. Let AC be a category with finite products (= with products
of finite collections of objects of K). Then the isomorphism types of objects of
K endowed with the binary operation of forming product form a (possibly large)
commutative semigroup, let us denote it by UK. One of the natural question is,
given a category AC, which abstract commutative semigroups can be embedded into
UK. This is still unknown for K being the category of Boolean algebras (though
every countable commutative semigroup and every Abelian group can be embedded
in it, by [K] and [AKT]) or for K being the category of compact Hausdorff spaces
(though some partial results are also known, see [OR], [T4], [TK]). On the other
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hand, it was proved in [T2] that every commutative semigroup (on a set) can be
embedded in IIMetr, in IlUnif and in IITop, where
Metr is the category of all metric spaces of diameter < 1 and all non-expanding
maps,
Unif is the category of all uniform spaces and all uniformly continuous maps and
Top is the category of all topological spaces and all continuous maps.
(We recall that products in Metr are the products with the metric of uniform convergence, isomorphisms in Metr are isometries.)
Let us mention that the forgetful functors Fi, F2 in the diagram
Fx

Ft

Metr

• Unif

• Top

preserve finite products (though Fi and F2 o Fi do not preserve sH products), so
that they determine homomorphisms IIFi, IIF2 in the diagram
/1\

(1J

IIFi

IIFa

IIMetr

• IlUnif

• IITop

of (large) commutative semigroups by the rule

ILROO-RW),
where the strip denotes the isomorphism type of an object o (or Fi(o)) in the
category in question.
In the present paper, we investigate which diagrams of abstract commutative
semigroups

s, - Î U s, - - U S.2

(-)

(i.e. So, S i , S2 are arbitrary commutative semigroups [on sets] and hi, h2 are
arbitrary homomorphism, situated as indicated in (2)) can be embedded in the
diagram (1) (in the sense that there exist semigroup monomorphism ^0, <pi, <p2
such that the diagram below commutes.
o
&Q

¥>o I

kt

•

c
5j

*a

^iI

•

«
;52

<P*\

nMetr -5^U nUnif -~-^U nTop ).
The aim of the present paper is to prove following
Main T h e o r e m . Bvtry diagram (I) can %t embedded in tht diagram (1).
Let us show some consequences of the Main Theorem.
a) There exists a metrizable topological space X and a sequence p\,fayPz%• • •
of metrics on it, each of them metrizing it, such that, for every n, the metric space
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(X,pn) is isometric to its (n + l)-th power but it is not uniformly homeomorphic
to its k-th power for all k with 1 < k < n.
This is obtained immediately from the Main Theorem by the choice So = Si =
IlnLi Cn ( = * n e coproduct [in the category of commutative semigroups] of all finite
cyclic groups cn of order n), h\ is the identity, S2 = {e} and h% maps the whole
S 0 = Si on the unique (idempotent) element of S2. If {y>o» Vi? ^2} is an embedding
of this diagram into the diagram (1) and gn is the generator of cn C So = Si, then
<Po(9n) is the isomorphism type of a metric space isometric to its (n + l)-th power
but not uniformly homeomorphic to its k-th power with 1 < k < n; the underlying
topological spaces of all these metric spaces belong to the isomorphism type y>2(e).
b) The result formulated in the abstract is obtained from the Main Theorem
by the choice So = cabc, S\ -= c06, S2 = c 0 , where hi, h2 are the corresponding
quotient homomorphisms. If {^o^iiV^} is an embedding of this diagram in the
diagram (1) and g is the generator of the group c«&c, then any metric space X of
the isomorphism type <fo(g) has the property formulated in the abstract.
c) Many other "strange" situations can be obtained by other choices of semigroups So, Si, S2 and the homomorphisms hi and hi (e.g. So = .R, Si = S2 = {e}
or So = Si = R, S2 = {e}, where R is the additive group of real numbers). On
the other hand, these "strange" situations are not too exceptional: in the last part
of the present paper, we show that all the spaces can contain a prescribed metric
space as a retract. Hence every metric space (of diameter < 1) is a retract of a
space X with the property described in the abstract or in a).
The Main Theorem was announced in [T7J, where a general notion of simultaneous
productive representation was formulated and a general categorial method for the
constructing of simultaneous productive representations was described. By means
of this general method, every diagram of commutative semigroups
h

So

• Si

was embedded in the diagram
Tic

IIMetr
• IIMetr ,
where c denotes the completion functor, and every diagram of commutative semigroups
Si

Һ

S2
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was embedded in the diagram
ПTop
IIBitop
ПTop
and in the diagram
ПAlg(l)

nAig(i,i)
ПAlg(l)
where Bitop denotes the category of bitopological spaces and A1g(l,l) (or A1g(l))
denotes the category of universal algebras with two (or one) unary operations, Fi
and F2 denote the corresponding pair of the forgetful functors (see [T7]).
The general categorial method of [T7] cannot be used to prove the Main The
orem here: the method requires that all the functors which appear in the investi
gated diagrams, preserve all products. This is not true for the forgetful functors
Metr —• Unif and Metr —• Top. Though the basic idea of [T7] is also used here,
some (not quite immediate) modifications are necessary. The proof of the Main
Theorem is presented in the next part II. The last part III contains two possible
strengthenings of the Main Theorem.
II. The proof of the Main Theorem.
1. Let u> be the additive semigroup of all noon-negative integers. If Jl/ is a
set, let us denote by wM the set of all functions on M with values in u;. This is a
commutative semigroup with the operation -f defined by the usual rule
(/ + 9)(m) = f(m) + $(m) for all m € M .
The set expu>M of all subsets of uM is also a commutative semigroup: its operation
-f is defined by the usual rule
_4 + S - = { / + <H/€-4,

g€B).

M

Let M be infinite. Then all A € expa> such that
card A = cardM and const0 $ A ,
where const0: M —• a> is the constant zero, form a subsemigroup of expo;**.
Denote it by U*, where * « card M. By (T3], every commutative semigroup 5 with
cardS < w can be embedded into U*.
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2. Let a poset (= partially ordered set) P = (P, <) and an infinite cardinal
number * be given. Let us define a diagram V = V(P, M) over P in the category of
commutative semigroups as follows: for every p£ P,

f>f>

where (VM)q is a copy of the semigroup VM described above, i.e. V(p) is a direct
product of the family {(VM)q | q € P,q > p} of commutative semigroups; if p < p',
then the homomorphism
.Щjł)
<

>

•

•

•

is just the projection of \[q>p(VM)q onto \[q>p,(VM)q.
Lemma. Let P = (F, <) bt a poset, let C be a diagram over P in the category of
commutative semigroups. Ltt x be a cardinal numbtr with
M > No ' max card C(p) .
""

P€P

V

'

Thtn there is an embedding ( = monotransformation) p = {fip \ p € P} of C into
the diagram V = V(P, M).
PROOF : Fbr every p € P, choose a monomorphism hp: C(p) —• U„; this is
possible by [T3]. Define fip: C(p) —• V(p) by
Hp(x)~{hq(C(l)(x))\qePtq>p}
for all x € C(p). The p. = {p,p | p € P} has the required properties.
3. By the above lemma, it is sufficient to construct, for every infinite cardinal
number x, an embedding of the diagram
VM x U* x VM —-—• VM x U*

-—> VM ,

where TTI and ir2 both forget thefirstcoordinate, into the diagram (1). We construct
such an embedding fi = {^1,^2,^3} by means of a collection
* = {At,£t,Ct,Dt|t€*}
of connected metric spaces of the diameter 1 (we denote the metric of A, by a t ,
the metric of B», Ct*, Z>t by /?,-, 71, 6i if it is necessary to name explicitly the metric
of some of the spaces A,, Bi} Ct-, Dj) such that the collection X fulfils all the
statements (a), ... ,(f) below (a collection with these properties will be constructed
in 11.8-11.12).
(a) For every t € *, the spaces At, Bit Di have a set Oi in common, their metrics
coincide on Oi (i.e. a»(x,y) = ft(*,y) = 6i(x,y) for all a?,y € Oi); moreover, there
is a point at< € Oi such that Oi contains its |-ball in all the spaces A t , B t , Dt. Also,
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in each of the spaces Cj, a distinguished point is given, we denote it also by a>i (it
can be the same point as in Ai).
(b) For every t G *, there is a homeomorphism of £,• onto Di which is identical
on Oi (let us denote it by £,).
(c) For every i € x there is a bisection {,• of A,- onto Di, identical on (9,-, such
that both & and ( r 1 are Lipschitz maps with the constant 2, i.e.
6i(ti(*)> ii(v)) < totfa y)

and «,(*, y) < 2fc(6(*), f,-(y))

for aU x, y € -4,-.
(d) The coUection {C„ Di 11 € *} is stiff in Top.
(e) The coUection {£,-, d, Di 11 6 *} is stiff in Unif.
(f) The collection {Ai, £,, Ci, Di 11" € *} is stiff in Metr.
(Let us recall that a coUection {OJ \ j € J} of objects of a concrete category K
is called stiff if it has the following property: if there is a nonconstant morphism
F: OJ —• Oj, then necessarily j — j ' and / is the identity. In (d), we investigate
the nonconstant continuous maps [the exact formulation is that
{F-(fi(C.)),-p-(-pi(->.)) M 6 x ) is stiff in Top];
in (e) we investigate the nonconstant uniformly continuous maps, in (f) the nonconstant non-expanding maps.)
4. We shaU form products of coUections consisting of some spaces of the coUection
X = {A,, Bi,Ci, D, 11 6 *}. (The products wiU be formed in the category Metr; we
use the symbol JJ or x.) Since, in each of the spaces A,-, £,-, C,-, Di, the distinguished
point ai is given, there is a distinguished point in each of such products, namely
the point with all the coordinates equal to the corresponding a,. The (metric !)
subspace of the product consisting of the points which differ from the distinguished
point only in finitely many coordinates, is caUed a reduced product and denoted by
x or pi- F° r every / = (/ 0 ,/i,/2) € u>* x u)* x a;*, let us put
= FI 4 o ( i ) x H *f l ( , ) x H C{Mx

A(foJuh)

t€*

»€*

t'€*

H D?°
t'€*

B(fuh) - FI s / , ( 0 x FI C/' w x FI Df'
i€*

t'€*

<?(/*) = n c / ' ( i ) x n a?0 ,
t€*

i€*

t€*

where Afo(,) is the (reduced) product of / 0 (t) copies of the space A, (if / 0 (t) = 0,
then it is a one-point space), B{l(i) (or C/ a ( 0 ) is a (reduced) product of / x (t) (or
/ 2 (t)) copies of the space £,• (or C,) and Df ° is the reduced product of N0 copies
of the space Di.
By (c), the bisection

FR/o(i): F l 4 o ( i ) — FIA-o(,)
t€*

i€*

t€*
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x
is a uniform homeomorphism so that Hie*^i
Hi€*^?° *s un-f°-*m-y homeomorphic to Hi€*-^f°' n e n c e A(fo1fuh)
is uniformly homeomorphic to £ ( / i , / 2 ) .
By (b), the bisection

HC /l(,) : RB{l(i)—>
i€*

i€*

FIA- l(0
i€*

x

is a homeomorphism so that Hie* B(
Hie* -^?° *8 bomeomorphic to f l i e i f Df °,
hence 2?(/i, / 2 ) is homeomorphic to C(/ 2 ).
Lemma C. l e t / 2 , 0 2 € w*. If C(h) is homeomorphic to C(g2), then / 2 = g^.
PROOF : Let h: C(h) —• C(g2) be a homeomorphism. We show that / 2 < g2.
Choose j € H and an embedding e: CJ
—• C(h) such that the composition of
e with any projection of C ( / 2 ) onto Di or onto any C% with i ^ j is constant. By
(d), hoe composed with any projection of C ( / 2 ) onto Di or onto any Ct- with t ^ j
is also constant. Hence h determines a homeomorphism of CJ7 ' into C j . This
implies (see e.g. [T x ] that f2(j) < g2(j).
•
L e m m a B . Let (f%, / 2 ) , (g\, <jf2) € u>* xw*. IfB(f\, / 2 ) w uniformly
to B(gug2), then ( / i , / 2 ) = (£i,0 2 ).

homeomorphic

PROOF : This is quite analogous to the previous proof, we only use (e) and the
fact that the projections are uniformly continuous.
•
Lemma A . Let ( / 0 , / i , / 2 ) , (g0igi,g2) ev*xu>*x
to A(g0>gi.g2), then ( / 0 , / i , / 2 ) = (00,01,02).

w*. If A(f0, f\»h) is isometric

PROOF : This is quite analogous to the previous proofs, we only use (f) and the
fact that the projections are non-expanding maps.
6. Now, we define
/ i 0 : U . , x U x x U . , — • IIMetr
as follows:
li0(V0,Vl,V2)=]J(

U

Mf0,h,h))j

,

j € * /,€Vi,i=0,l,2

i.e. /i0(Vo, Vi, V2) is a coproduct of H copies of the coproduct

U

MhJuh)

/o€V- 0 ,/i€Vi,/ a €Vi

(the coproduct is in Metr, i.e. a disjoint union of the metric spaces in question with
the distance equal to 1 for pairs of points of distinct spaces).
Lemma. /*0 is a monomorphism.
PROOF : a) First, we show that f*o is a homomorphism. Let (H,Vi,V2) and
(W0,WUW2)
in VM x VM x VM be given. Since j- 0 (V 0 ,Vi,V 2 ) ( o r Ho(Wo,WuW2))
is a coproduct of H copies of a coproduct of the system {A(/ 0 , / 1 , / 2 ) | / i € V», t =
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0,1,2}) the product (in Metr !) ^o(Vo,Vi,V2) x Mwo,WuW2)
is isometric to a
coproduct of x2 = x copies of a coproduct of the system {A(/o ,fi,h)x A(go, gi, 02) I
/• € Vi,gi € Wi,% = 0,1,2}. Since cardV; = cardJV, = x and A(foJi,h) x
-4(ffo,i9i,02) is isometric to A(fo + 0o,/i -I- guh + 02), the coproduct of x copies
of the coproduct of the last system is isometric to the coproduct of x copies of
the coproduct of the system {A(h0,hi,h2) I hi € V1 -f Wi,i = 0,1,2}, i.e. to
MVo + Wb,Vi + ^i,V2 + TV2).
b) Now, we show that /40 ia one-to-one. Let (Vo,Vi,V2) ^ (WQ,W\,W2),
i.e.
Vo x Vi x V2 4" Wo x Wi x W2, and let us suppose that there is (/o»/i»/i) €
Vo x Vi x V2 \ Wo x Wi xW2. Then j-o(V>,Vi,V2) has a component isometric to
-4(/o,/i,/i), but there is no such component in Po(Wo,Wi,W2)y by Lemma A in
II.5.
•
7. We define
fii: VM x VM —• II Unif
fi2: VM — » I I T o p
by

/-i(Vi,V2) = Fi(U(

U

^(/i»A))i).

j€* /i€Vi,i»l,2

MV2) = ir2 0Fi([J([J C(/ 2 ))i).
j€n

h€Vt

Since both the forgetful functors F\, F2 preserve coproducts, we obtain that
fJti(Vi,Vi) is a coproduct of M copies of a coproduct (coproducts in Unif !) of the
system {Fi(£(/i,/2)) | /• € VS,t s= 1,2} and /*2VV2) -» a coproduct of x copies of
a coproduct (coproducts in Top !) of the system {F2 ° F\(C(f2)) | f2 € V2}. Since
both the functors Fi, F2 preserve finite products, the proof that pi and p2 are
homomccphisms is quite analogous to the proof that po is a homomorphism. The
fact that /ii is one-to-one follows from the Lemma B in II.5, \L2 is one-to-one by
Lemma C in II.5. We conclude that the diagram
VMxVMx VM ~^~~> VM x VM -2-*

mj

MO|

n Metr

-2->

U„

M.J

n Unif —-^--> n Top

commutes, by II.4, so that /i -= (^0,^1,^2) is a required embedding.
8. It remains to show that a system

X~{Ai,Bi,Ci,Di\i€H)
with the properties (a) - (f) in n.3 really does exist. The construction of such a
system which we present in II.8 - 11.12 below, is a simplified modification of the
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construction in [Te]; however, in [Tg], the properties (a) - (f) are not explicitly
stated, so we present here briefly this modification, and point them out. First, we
construct a triangle space T with three distinguished points t0, ti, t2 by means of
a countable disjoint system S of subcontinua of a Cook continuum [C] as in [Tg]
(in another setting, the construction is also described in [PT], p. 223-4). We recall
that T is a compact metric space of the diameter 1 and the distance of ti and tj
is equal to 1 for % ^ j . We need here two triangle spaces, say T\ and T2, their
distinguished points are denoted by tj. 0 , t$,i, t»,2, t = 1,2, constructed by means of
countable disjoint systems S\, S2 of a Cook continuum such that S\ U S2 is also
disjoint. Then, by [Te], the spaces Ti and T2 have following property (c£ denotes
the closure in the corresponding topological space):

(*)

rPut Mi = Tj, N! = {*i,o,ti,i,*i,2}, M2 = T2 \ {*2,2}, N2 =
{<2,o,*2,i}- Let t £ {1,2}, let Y be a metrizable space containing the [topological] space M, (1 c£(K \ Mi) C Nt. If j € {1,2}
^and / : M, —• Y is a nonconstant continuous map, then either
/(Aff) C ci(Y \ Mi) or i = j and / is the inclusion, i.e. f(m) = m
for all m G Mj.

We form a topological space S from a disjoint union of T\ and T2 \ O2.2}, identifying
*i,o with t2,o and t\t\ with £2,i (for simplicity, we suppose that S = T\\J(T2\{^2,2})
and Ti fl(T2 \ {t2>2}) = {£0, *i}, f, = *i>t = t 2| i for t = 0,1; moreover, we denote tXf2
by t2. We investigate the following three metrics <70, 0*1, er2 on 5: we start from the
metric r of T\ and ft of T2 and define the following metrics on T2 \ O2.2}.*
/i0=^

fit = min(l,2ji)

ti2(x,y) = min(l,2fi(x,y) + \n(x,t2a)~l ~n(yMa)"~l\) •
Then we put

(

r(x,y) if x , y € T i
,u l (x,y)ifx,y€T 2 \{<2,2}
min(l,r(«,* 0 ) + /-<(to,y),r(*l«i) + l*i(tuy) if x € Ti,y € T2 \ {t2>2}

i.e. (5, (Ti) is a quotient in the category Metr of a coproduct (coproduct also in
Metr) (Ti, r) ]}(T2 \ {t 2 , 2 }, m), given by the identification <i,0 == *2,o *"-<- *i,i = h,i •
In the diagram
(5)flr2) —-i-^ (S,at) -2—

(S,or0) ,

both %2 and ti denote the identity map of the set S onto itself. The construction of
the metrics <r0» *i, #2 implies iinmediately that 11 is a non-expanding map and tj"1
is not non-expanding but it is a Lipschitz map with the constant 2, i2 is uniformly
continuous and t2* is continuous but not uniformly continuous and all the maps
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*2. -i"1* *i» h1 ***> isometries on the subspace Ti of all the three spaces (Sy(n),
t = 0,l,2.
9. Let G = (V;i2o,i2i,ii?2) be a quadruple, where V is a nonempty set (of
vertices) and RQ, R\, i£ 2 are three binary relations on it such that
(V,i2 2 ) is a connected directed graph without loops (i.e. R2 Q V x V, never
(v, v) € i?2 and for every v,w €V, [not necessarily distinct] there exist vo =
v, v\,..., vn = ti; in V such that (i;*, u;+i) € #2 U i ^ 1 for t = 0 , . . . , n — 1)
Ho C -fi-i C i^2«
Depending on these data, we create a metric space M(G) as follows (see [Te]):
(1) for each r € i2o, we denote by Zr a copy of (5,cro),
(2) for each r G i£i \ JRO, we denote by Zr a copy of (5,0*1),
(3) for each r € R2 \ Ru we denote by zr a copy of (5, er2).
The distinguished points t 0 , tj., t2 of the copy Zr are denoted by t j , tj, tj. The
metric space M(G) is the quotient (the quotient formed in the category Metr !) of
a coproduct (the coproduct also in Metr)

IK
given by the following identifications (where 7r0(x,y) = x, wi(x, y) = y):
tj with tj' whenever 7r0(r) = .to(r')
tj with tr' whenever x 0 (r) = 7Ti(r')
tr with ti whenever 7Ti(r) = ni(r')
tj with tj* for all r, r' 6 i2 2 ; let us denote by QQ the point of M(G) obtained
by this last identification.
Let us denote by T(G) the subspace of M(G) obtained by the above identifications
from 11.^ R:j T[ (where T{ is the subspace of Zr corresponding to the subspace Ti
of (5,<7i)). Then T(G) is a neighbourhood of OQ in M(G), it contains the open
1-ball of aG in M(G).
10. Observation: Let G = ( V j i f c . J ^ J W ««-<- O' = (V";i%,i^,i%) be two
quadruples as above and M(G), M(G') be the metric spaces constructed by means
of them as described in 11.9. H
V = V and R2 =- i*2 ,
then the spaces M(Cr) and M(G') have the same underlying set and the identity
map
t:M(<3) —*M(G')
is a homeomorphism which is an isometry on T(G) = T(G'). If, moreover,
Ri = iJj ,
then t is a uniform homeomorphism such that both t and t~* are Lipschitz maps
with the constant 2.
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11. Let G = (V;Ro,RuR2)
above. Then any map

and G' = (V; R!Q,R\,R^)
h:

be two quadruples as

V—+V

which is I£2 Incompatible
(i.e. (x,y) G R2
nonconstant continuous map

==> (h(x), h(y)) G R?) determines a

M(h):M(G)—>M(G')
such that it sends each copy Zr in M(G) with r = (vtw) "identically" onto the
copy Zr' in M(G'), where r' = (h(t>), h(w)) (since the graph (V,I2 2 ) is connected,
this rule really gives a nonconstant continuous map of M(G) into M(G')).
If,
moreover, h is RiR[-compatible, then M(h) is uniformly continuous. If, moreover,
h is also IEo-Kg-compatible, then M(h) is non-expanding. The property (*) of the
triangle spaces Ti and T 2 (see II.8) implies that the converse is also true (see [Te])' if
/ : M(G) — • M(G') is a nonconstant continuous map, then there exists a (unique !)
map h: V — • V which is R2R^-compatible such that / = M(h); if / is uniformly
continuous, then h is also RiR!y-compatible; and if / is non-expanding, then h is
also IZoIEo-compatible.
12. Now, it is already easy to see that the system X = {Ai, B„ C t , Dj \i € H} of
metric spaces with the properties (a) - (f) in II.3 can be obtained as the system of
the spaces M(G) for suitable quadruples G. Let us denote by
G(Xi) = (V(Xi);Ro(Xi),R1(Xi),R2(Xi))

,

where i G H and X denotes some of the symbols A, B, C, D, the quadruples which
"should create" the metric space K,-. We obtain the system X of metric spaces with
the properties (a) - (f) whenever the system of quadruples has aU the foUowing
properties (i), (ii), (iii):
(i) V(Ai) = V(Bi) = V(Di), R2(Ai) = R2(Bi) = R2(Di) and the system
{(V(Xi);R2(Xi))
1i € H,X € {C,D}} of directed graphs (connected, without loops) is rigid in the category 0 2 of aU directed connected graphs without loops, and all compatible maps. (Let us recall that a category is called
discrete if it has no moronisms except the unities; and C C obj K is called
rigid in a category K if the full subcategory of JC with C as its class of objects
is discrete.)
(ii) Rt(Ai) = Ri(Di) and the system {(V&i^R^X&R^Xi))
I t € H,X G
{B,C,D}}
is rigid in the category $ i of att triples ( V ; R t , R 2 ) where
(V,R2) € obj <$2 and Ri C R2 and aU maps which are compatible with
respect to the both relations.
(iii) The system {(V(Xi);Ro(Xi),R1(Xi),R2(Xi))
\i€n,Xe
{A,B,C,D}}
is
rigid in the category 0o of all quadruples (V;RQ,RI,R2),
where
(V;Ri,R2)
G o b j 0 i , Ro Q R\ and all maps which are compatible with
respect to aU the three relations.
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However, this is also ready. A special case of Lemma 2.4 in [T5] gives the foUowing
result: For arbitrary diagram of smaU categories and faithful functors
• kt

(i.e. ko, fci, A?2 are smaU categories, to, t i are faithful functors), there exists its
simultaneous representation in the diagram
...

*°

HK

**

(where to, #1 are the forgetful functors (i.e. $o(V;-Ro,-#i,.R2) == (V>-^i>^2)>
#i(V;.Ri,H2) = (Fji^)), i.c there exist fuU faithful functors A ; : kj —• 0 j ,
j = 0,1,2, such that the diagram below commutes:
I.
#0

*°
•

L
JCi

<B0

l

•

JAt

JA 0
A

*

*o

JA,
*-

A

* 0j

J.
«2

^
• o2

To obtain the system of quadruples which fulfills (i), (ii), (iii), it suffices to choose
all categories ko, &i, k% discrete and
obj*2 = HXi) 11 6 x, X € {C, D}}
objfci = {o(JTi) 11 € x, K € {B,C,D}}
objfco « {o(K0 | i € x, K € {A, B, C, D}}
and
toWAO) « to(o(A)) ,
tiWBO) = M<*Di)) ,

t 0 (o) = o else
ti(o) » o else.

III. Concluding remarks.
A) The foUowing strengthening of the Main Theorem can be obtained by an easy
modification of its proof.
Given a metric space M of diameter < 1, every diagram (2) can be embedded
in the diagram (1) by an embedding t/> = (^0,^1,^2) such that each space of the
isomorphism type V>o(*)» * € So, contains M as a retract in Metr (i.e. if X € il>o(s),
e

T

then there are non-expanding maps M —• X and X —• M with r o c identity).
We sketch briefly the needed modifications (this trick was already used many
times): we construct the embedding <p « dfQ^x^i) precisely as in II, only the
system X in II.3 (with the properties (a) - (f) is supposed to be a subsystem of a
system X U {Z}, where Z is a metric space such that
X UZ is stiff in Metr,
{Bi% d, Di I t € *} U {Z} is stiff in Unif,
{C„ Di 11 € x} U {Z} is stiff in Top.
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Such larger system X U {Z} can be constructed precisely as in II.8 - 11.12, only the
small categories A?o> &i» &2 in H.12 are selected to have one object o(Z) more.
For e/very s € So, we choose a metric space X9 of the isomorphism type <po(-0
and put tl>o(s) to be the isomorphism type of the metric space
oo

Y9 = U X9 x (M x Z)n
n=-0

(all products and coproducts are in Metr). Then
a) M is a retract of M x Z, hence of Y9;
P) Ys+§» is isometric to Y9 x Y9> (because H > N0);
7) the subspace X9 = X9 x (M x Z)° of Y9 can be recognizedfromY9: it consists
of all its components C such that each non-expanding map Z —• C is
constant; hence if s -/ 5', Y9 is not isometric to Y9», so that I/>Q is one-to-one.
We proceed similarly for i/>\ and ^2Thus, the consequences of the Main Theorem, described in I (and in the abstract)
can be enriched by the requirement that any metric space of diameter < 1 can be
embedded as a retract in a space X with the curious properties.
B) In [AK], Adamek and Koubek investigate sum-productive representations of
ordered commutative semigroups. This setting can be transformed to the present
"simultaneous" approach without any difficulty and the Main Theorem can be
strengthened as follows: we investigate IIMetr, IlUnif, IITop (partially) ordered
by the rule
0 < o1 iff o' is a coproduct of o and of an object (possibly empty) of the
category in question
(where o, o1 are objects of Metr or Unif or Top and the strip denotes the isomorphism
type). Then
any diagram (2) of ordered commutative semigroups So, Si, S2 and orderpreserving homomorphisms h0> h\ can be embedded in the diagram (1) by an
embedding tp = (v?o> ¥>i> V^), where 9, are order-preserving monomorphisms.
To obtain this strengthening of the Main Theorem, quite easy and straightforward
modifications can be done: by [AK], every ordered commutative semigroup S can
be embedded into U* (with H > No • cardS), ordered by inclusion, by an orderpreserving monomorphism. We modify Lemma in II.2 in the evident way and the
rest of the proof is practically the same (only some formal changes are necessary in
the part b) of the proof of the Lemma in II.6 and II.7).
C) The strengthenings of the Main Theorem, described in III.A) and in III.B)
can both be investigated simultaneously. The formulation is left to the reader.
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